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Being Selfish 

Being Selfish is being my Self. 

Being Truly Selfish is being my Soul. 

It is my intention to be as my Soul is, as truly selfish as my Soul. 

When I am being my True Self, my Soul, I am being neither selfish nor unselfish. 

Selfish & unselfish are a duality. 

My Soul resides beyond the duality of physical life. 

My Self resides in duality in order to allow my Self to have choice. 

In the world of dual reality, everything is relative and subject to the Law of Attraction. 

Selfish and unselfish energies attract each other because they are like energies and the same 

force and frequency. 

Selfishness & unselfishness are the same energy seen from opposing perspectives. 

Selfish people attract selfish people to show them their selfishness. 

Selfish people attract unselfish people because that is what they need. 

Unselfish people attract selfish people to allow them to be unselfish. 

Unselfish people attract unselfish people to show each other their victimhood. 

We are all victims of either our selfishness or our unselfishness, until we find our true Self. 

Overcoming the duality of being selfish or unselfish, allows me to become as Truly Selfish as 

my True Self is. 

 

Helping Others to Help my Self 

Helping others is the best way to help my Self. 

Few people really know how to help others to help their Self. 

With the belief that helping my Self is selfish, helping others becomes an unselfish act. 

An unselfish act is always selfish because selfish & unselfish are a duality of the same 

experience. 
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When I am lost in a duality, helping others will just get me confused & frustrated. 

I believe that helping others is good, but somehow I know it is unrewarding. 

A Master knows that unselfishly helping others to help our self is never rewarding. 

The reward appears when I invert the belief. 

Helping my Self is the best way to help others. 

When I help myself to become my True Self, I help all others become their True Self. 

True Selfishness is the attainment of Being my True Self. 

Being my True Self is the only true way of helping others on their path to become who they 

really are. 

When I help my Self on my journey through life, I am being my Soul. 

My Soul is committed to helping my Self on my Journey. 

What disallows my Souls assistance is when my selfish Self decides to help itself, or 

unselfishly decides to help another. 

 

Helping Others to Help Their Self 

Helping others to help their Self is not encouraging them to be selfish. 

It is helping them to be and attain the attributes of their Soul. 

It is assisting them to become their True Self, which is who they really are. 

I cannot help another to help their self and become their true self, until they ask themselves 

the question: “Who am I”? 

Until I question my Self and ask for my True Identity to be revealed, I will believe that my 

personality and character is who I really am. 

Until I ask who I really am, I will remain trapped in the duality of my conscious & sub-

conscious, id & ego self; disconnected from the True identity of my super-conscious Real 

Self, my Soul. 

I help others to help their Self by connecting them to their Inner Coach. 

Their Inner Coach is their Soul, who holds their vision and the blueprint for their life. 

The only help that anyone needs is the direction, clarity and presence to follow their own path 

in life. 
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That information resides within their Soul. 

Helping others to help their Self requires my Self to be as my Soul is. 

Reflecting who I really Am, is all that is required to help others to help their Self. 
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